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SUBSTRATUM 
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And who will know, 

house, 

when I have left you, 

your inner history? 

The psychic building blocks 

which board by board 

and nail by nail, 

DNA’d  my love and my love’s failures? 

 

Here, 

through a window no longer there - 

because that was where 

the wall was taken out 

to add a room - 

(who but me can sing this architectural genealogy? ) 

the northern sun spun Katherine’s one-year smile 

undulating in her second-hand canvas swing, 

its on-off beam of dust-light dust delight 

in-out-swept through 

just as do these images of   

then-now, then-now, then-now, 

while 

my trice-ten-older inner eyes allow 

an insight glance 

within the marrow of my mind. 

 

I watch 

her sway through dust motes of awareness; wit-jots; 

displaced replaced encased neurons neon-lit  

micro-cosmic fireworks 

zoom about: euphoric 

as the tot with her own emoting beam  

inevitably metrically moves on  

writing on my wall of time.  

 

Now 

she swings in a different way 

a London and New York away.   

 

I see    

on the faded Westiminster down there 

a montage of two little girls unfurl, 

crawling, scrawling, pouring dollies’ cups of tea; 

do-it-by-self-Claire who never needed student-urging 

toddling in Gran’s old hat to mortar-board degree, 

merging through the retina of the rug 

to where we three laugh and hug with glee, 
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sit and work cottage-industried together 

to market Katherine’s art and destiny.  

 

No generation gap yet ruining the nap.    

 

And who could know, house,  

(loved house, our just-enough house) 

all the just-too-much pain this foot-level sensor would trap,  

retain, and play back again, again, again. 

 

Telescopic toddlers shrink-grow in and out of years, 

all partying through each other  

on the same tough tuft.  

 

There, 

on this same square 

flare strobe-lights 

flashing through a liquorice-all-sorts of kinder kids 

drink-smashed skinheads  

surging hormones surging stereoed rock 

elasticised infants adolescentized, 

cream cake slop-dripp on the ceiling, 

lampshade on the floor all chips and puke and feet, 

gate-crashed on this same strip  

and me, newly single-mummed, machoing in with 

nettle-stinging blood beads on bare hoon-thick necks,  

Montez-like, whipping 

with Papa’s horsetail fly swish brought back 

from the Middle East: 

    -a different war.      

 

Tangled skeins of feelings; 

reels of archetypal negatives, strewn uncut, 

spilled from the mind’s projector; 

sleeves of self 

sloughed in the psychosphere; 

pulsating jellyfish ghosts slide 

transparent as thought and opaque as pride.  

 

Akashic records on the polished boards.  

 

I see 

in spatial synchronicity 

the superimpositioned  scenes 

of  jumpsuits, uniforms and jeans 

fun, bitterness and fears, contractile years 

accordion-like slide out and in 

a sloughing snake renewing skin, 

weft lives of our lives wove over. 
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And the warp! 

The warp 

where teenage sneered its on-off beam to-fro; 

push-me-pull-you see-saw shifts Lunar-Parked reflections: 

reversed, rescinded, repealed, revoked,  

destabilized, 

overturned and overbalanced  

brought about the fall 

overthrew the moving hand of fate, 

deffaced the permutating good-and-evil 

records swinging through each other, 

distorting on light-tender psychic plates 

 

reflecting in 

a window that’s no longer there – 

 

for that was where 

the sun was taken out.  
 


